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Abstract.
Temporal evolution of plasma jets from micron-scale thick foils following the
interaction of intense (3 × 1020 W cm−2 ) laser pulses is studied systematically
by time resolved optical interferometry. The ﬂuid velocity in the plasma jets
is determined by comparing the data with 2D hydrodynamic simulation, which
agrees with the expected hole-boring velocity due to the laser radiation pressure.
The homogeneity of the plasma density across the jets has been found to
be improved substantially when irradiating the laser at circular polarisation
compared to linear polarisation. While overdense plasma jets were formed
eﬃciently for micron thick targets, decreasing the target areal density and/or
increasing the irradiance on the target have provided indication of transition from
the ’Hole Boring (HB)’ to the ’Light Sail (LS)’ regime of RPA, characterized by
the appearance of narrow band spectral features at several MeV/nucleon in proton
and carbon spectra.
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1. Introduction
Signiﬁcant attention has been paid lately to laser-driven ion acceleration, which
potentially oﬀers a compact and cost-eﬀective alternative to conventional sources.
While ion beams accelerated by the Target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA)
mechanism are characterised by broadband spectrum, modest conversion eﬃciency
and large divergence, Radiation Pressure Acceleration (RPA) is currently attracting
a substantial amount of experimental and theoretical attention due to its superior
scaling in terms of ion energy and laser-ion conversion eﬃciency [1].
The ultra-high intensities (>1020 W cm−2 ) currently available using Petawatt
lasers, oﬀer new opportunities for eﬃcient laser-matter energy coupling. During
the interaction of such intense laser pulses with overdense/solid matter, an eﬃcient,
directional energy and momentum transfer takes place between the laser pulse and
the particles in the target. Electrons are accelerated in the forward direction by the
combined eﬀect of the electric and magnetic ﬁeld of the pulse (e.g. via the J × B
mechanism). The directional ﬂow of electrons into the target can lead to eﬃcient
ion acceleration via the arising space-charge ﬁelds. The pressure (the Ponderomotive
force per unit area, or in other words, the ﬂow of delivered momentum per unit area)
applied by the intense laser pulse acts as a snowplow, over the duration of the pulse,
on the target front surface and launches a dense ion bunch into the target.
For a perfectly reﬂecting surface, the light pressure, also called Radiation pressure
(RP), scales approximately as 660 × Iλ2 [ 1018 Wcm−2 µm2 ] Mbar [2], where I and λ
stand for laser intensity and wavelength. This pressure is applied at the target front
surface and the ions are driven inward with a velocity (vf ) which, for a semi-inﬁnite
target thickness, can be estimated by balancing the momentum ﬂux of the mass ﬂow
with the radiation pressure [3, 4]. At the target front surface, the result of such
interaction is steepening of the density proﬁle and bending of the critical surface hence the name hole boring mechanism. 3D particle-in-cell simulations have shown
cocoon-like deformation of the target in the extreme case of I ∼ 1023 W cm−2 [5].
Although without reaching the dramatic eﬀects observed in this case, the hole-boring
velocity at the currently accessible laser intensity (of the order of 1020 W cm−2 ) is high
enough for a signiﬁcant motion of the critical density to take place during the laser
pulse duration (a few µm for t ∼ 1 ps). When the denting is a signiﬁcant fraction of the
foil thickness, the thrust and density of the ion bunches, attained by the directional
momentum transfer from the laser, will lead to a collimated plasma ejection from the
rear of thin foil targets, as reported by Kar et. al. [6].
If the target is suﬃciently thin, the hole boring front will reach the target rear
surface at a time τHB = l/vf (where l is the target thickness) shorter than the
incident laser pulse duration (τL ). As the thickness of the compressed layer becomes
comparable to or less than the evanescence length of the Ponderomotive force, the
whole layer can be cyclically accelerated with high eﬃciency for the remainder of the
laser pulse duration - which is called Light-Sail(LS) regime of RPA. The acceleration
of ions from ultra-thin foils in the LS regime has been recently an area of intense
research, with prediction of relativistic ion energies with upcoming laser intensities
([5, 7] and references therein). The mechanism also provides, intrinsically, narrow
energy bandwidth ion spectra with high ﬂuxes. Although a pure RPA-LS scenario is
hardly possible at the currently available laser parameters, recent experiments have
demonstrated the signature of the onset of radiation-dominated ion acceleration [7, 8],
which oﬀers high promise for further progress in the near future. This will require
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup, which shows the layouts (not to
scale) for the double interferometer setup, ion spectrometers and RCF stack.

addressing a number of challenges, particularly in the Light Sail regime, which employs
ultrathin foils, requiring a stringent control on the pulse contrast. Stabilizing the
acceleration phase against disruptive transverse instabilities [1] is also challenging,
with a number of possible approaches suggested in the literature [1]. Hole Boring
is less prone to these problems and can also lead to high ion energies, provided the
intensity is high enough or a suitably low target density is available [1, 3].
While ion acceleration in the RP driven HB [6] and LS [7] regimes have been
independently reported in separate articles by our group, in this paper we discuss,
in addition to a systematic characterisation of HB driven plasma jets (section 3), the
transition from HB to LS regimes by reducing the target thickness for the same laser
parameters. While plasma jets with velocity corresponding to moderate (sub-MeV)
ion energies were formed eﬃciently for micron thick targets, decreasing the target
areal density has led to the appearance of narrow band spectral features at several
MeV/nucleon in proton and carbon spectra (section 4), which can be interpreted as
a signature of the emergence of the LS regime. In the last section (section 5) we have
reported the eﬀect of laser polarisation observed in the HB-regime. The homogeneity
of the jet density proﬁle has been found to be improved substantially by irradiating the
target at circular polarisation compared to linear polarisation, which is an indication
of quasi-static push and reduced electron heating for circular polarisation.
2. Experimental Setup
The data reported in this article has been obtained from an experimental campaign [7]
employing the Vulcan Petawatt laser of the Rutherford Appleton laboratory, STFC,
UK. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in the Fig. 1. The chirped pulse
ampliﬁed (CPA) Vulcan Petawatt laser was focussed on the target by using a f/3
oﬀ-axis parabola, delivering a peak intensity of ∼ 3 × 1020 W cm−2 on that target. A
single plasma mirror was used before the target in order to suppress the prepulses and
ampliﬁed spontaneous emission of the laser. Laser polarisation on target was varied
from linear to circular by employing a zero-order quarter wave plate in the beam.
Targets of various materials and thicknesses were used in this experiment.
On every shot the plasma outﬂow from the target was characterised at two
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Figure 2. (a)-(c) Raw interferograms obtained in the experiment showing the
plasma expansion at three diﬀerent times after the interaction with 1 µm Cu
target. In the images the laser was incident on the target from the left side. (d)
shows a zoomed-in view of a small part of (c), as marked by the yellow dotted
line. (e) and (f ) show the plasma density contour plots at the rear side of the
target, obtained from the interferograms shown in (a) and (c) respectively.

diﬀerent times by deploying two independent transverse Nomarsky interferometer [9]
channels. The probe beam used in this setup was created by frequency doubling a
very small portion of the main CPA pulse. The second harmonic probe beam was then
split into two parts and projected on to the target, transverse to the target plane, from
two diﬀerent angles as shown in the ﬁg. 1. The time of arrival of each beam on the
target was controlled by delaying their path lengths independently with respect to the
arrival of the main CPA pulse on target. The two interferometric snapshots (with a
few µm spatial resolution and ps time resolution) of the plasma jets were recorded by
12 bit dynamic range CCD cameras. Ion spectra produced by the interaction were
diagnosed by two Thompson parabola (TP) spectrometers as shown in Fig. 1 (TP1
along the laser axis and TP2 at 13 ± 2 degrees oﬀ axis). The energy-resolved spatial
proﬁle of the bottom half of the proton beam was recorded by stacks of radiochromic
ﬁlms (RCF). The BAS-TR image plate detectors used in the TPs were cross-calibrated
with CR39 solid state nuclear track detectors [10].
3. Formation of collimated plasma jets from micron thick targets
Varying the time delay between the transverse probe and the interaction CPA, the
temporal evolution of the plasma jets ejected from the rear side of the targets was
observed from ∼100 ps to ∼1.1 ns after the interaction. Fig. 2 (a)-(c) shows the
interferograms obtained at three diﬀerent probing times (where the snapshots in (a)
and (c) were taken in the same shot) for the case of 1 µm Cu target irradiated at an
intensity of ∼ 3 × 1020 W cm−2 at linear polarisation. The region where no fringes
were observed in the interferograms corresponds to the shadow of the target, typically
having a small amount of transverse tilt. Nevertheless, the strong second harmonic
self-emission (obscured in the images in order to improve the visibility) from the target
enabled locating the interaction point within the shadow. Where a small plasma
bulging out from the rear side of the foil was observed at the early probing times, the
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Figure 3. Longitudinal and transverse expansion of iso-density surfaces, of 0.01
times the critical plasma density (1.1 × 1021 /cc), in the plasma jets obtained at
diﬀerent probing times. The points shown in the graph are taken from a number
of shots (similar to that shown in the ﬁg 2) obtained for 1 µm thick Cu target at
linear polarisation. The longitudinal expansion is measured along the laser axis
and the transverse expansion is measured just after the shadow of the target.

plasma was observed to expand in a highly collimated fashion over a period of time
of the order of ns, as shown in ﬁg 2(a)-(c). The shape of the expanding plasma jets
can be seen in the interferograms by following the fringe shifts, which occur due to
the change in the refractive index, due to the presence of the plasma. Since the fringe
shift in a given region is commensurate to the local plasma density, an abrupt shift in
fringe pattern corresponds to an abrupt change in the plasma density. Therefore, as
shown in ﬁg. 2(d) (a zoomed view of a small section of the late time plasma jet shown
in the ﬁg. 2(c)) one can clearly infer the boundaries of the expanding plasma, which
indicates the degree of collimation of the jets.
In order to obtain the plasma density proﬁle from the interferograms, each
snapshot was analysed, ﬁrst by inverting the interferograms into phase maps, followed
by Abel inversion of the phase maps assuming a cylindrical symmetry [11]. Fig. 2 (e)
and (f) show the plasma density proﬁles at the target rear surface obtained from the
interferograms shown in ﬁg. 2(a) and (c). One can clearly see the signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the longitudinal and transverse extents of the plasma jets, as well as the steep
density gradients at their periphery.
The plasma density proﬁle obtained at diﬀerent times (from ∼100 ps to ∼1.1
ns after the interaction of CPA) enabled mapping of its expansion proﬁle along the
longitudinal (laser axis) and the transverse directions. For example, ﬁg. 3 shows the
position of the 0.01nc (where nc stands for critical plasma density) iso-density surface
of the plasma jets at diﬀerent times. One can clearly see a diﬀerence in the jet
expansion behaviour along the two orthogonal directions. It is to be noted that the
velocity at which an iso-density surface expands over time corresponds to a ”phase”
velocity of the plasma density, rather than the ﬂuid velocity of the plasma jets. One
can clearly see from the ﬁg. 3 that during the early time of expansion (up to several
hundreds of ps after the interaction), the density phase velocity is signiﬁcantly higher
along the laser axis compared to that in the transverse direction, which indicates that
the plasma jet expands with a ﬂuid velocity predominantly along the laser axis - most
likely due to the directional momentum transfer from the laser to the plasma via the
radiation pressure.
In order to substantiate the role of the laser radiation pressure, which provides
the directional thrust to the plasma jets, the ﬂuid velocity was obtained by modelling
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Figure 4. (a) and (b) shows a typical plasma jet expansion proﬁles obtained
from 2D hydrodynamic simulations as described in the text. In this case
the electron and ion temperatures were ∼ 50 eV and the mesh velocity was
1.5 × 106 m/sec. (c) shows the simulated longitudinal expansion proﬁles of 0.01nc
iso-density surface, obtained for diﬀerent longitudinal mesh velocities, overlaying
the experimental data shown in the ﬁg. 3.

the jet expansion using the 2D hydro-code POLLUX [12]. The simulation box was set
up in cylindrical symmetry with a ﬁne grid spacing of 1 µm along both the radial and
longitudinal axes. The target was modelled as a fully ionised plasma slab of a given
thickness and density, corresponding to the target used in the experiment. In order
to simulate the jet expansion, a small region of the target close to the laser axis was
initialised with given electron and ion temperatures, and a given longitudinal ’mesh’
velocity. The ’mesh’ velocity in the POLLUX simulation corresponds to the ﬂuid
velocity of the plasma. Where the electron and ion temperatures contribute towards
an isotropic plasma expansion, the longitudinal mesh velocity results in a directional
jet like expansion, as shown in the Fig. 4 (a) and (b). For a longitudinal mesh velocity
of the order of 106 m/sec, it has been observed that a target temperature in the range
of 10-100 eV has an insigniﬁcant eﬀect on the longitudinal expansion proﬁle of the jets.
In order to match the longitudinal expansion proﬁle of the plasma jets obtained in the
experimental data, a set of simulations were carried out by varying the initial mesh
velocity. The simulated longitudinal expansion proﬁle of 0.01nc iso-contour surface
for diﬀerent mesh velocities are shown in the ﬁg 4(c). One can see from the ﬁgure
that the density phase velocity during the initial phase of expansion increases with
the increase of the mesh velocity (i.e. the ﬂuid velocity), where the decrease in density
phase velocity, or even the recession of iso-density surface for very high mesh velocities,
is observed at the later stages because of the ﬁnite amount of matter in the expanding
plasma. Fig. 4(c) shows that the best match to the experimental data is obtained
for a ﬂuid velocity of 2 − 3 × 106 m/s, which is of the order of the HB velocity one
estimates (1.06 × 106 m/s) according to the eq. 10 in the ref. [3]. It is to be noted
that the density at the target front surface can be eﬀectively lower than the solid
density, because of some pre-plasma expansion by the rising edge of the laser pulse,
which can produce higher HB velocity than expected. These expansion velocities
correspond to ion energies of the order of tens of keV/nucleon for the bulk Cu ions
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Figure 5. (a) Interferogram showing the rear surface plasma proﬁle obtained
from a 0.1 µm Cu target irradiated by linearly polarised CPA at peak intensity
3 × 1020 W cm−2 . (b) and (c) show the proton and carbon ion spectra,
respectively, obtained along the laser axis (TP1) from targets of various thickness
(as mentioned in the legend). The interferogram shown in (a) was taken from the
same shot as the 0.1 µm thick Cu target ion spectra shown in (b) and (c).

constituting the jets. During these shots, the TP recorded spectra of higher energy ions
(protons and Carbons), accelerated from surface contaminant layers. These spectra
have a characteristic exponential proﬁle, and extend to cut-oﬀ energies of 10-20 MeV
(protons), and a few MeV/nucleon (Carbon) - see for example the spectra for the
thicker targets in Fig. 5. The main mechanism accelerating these ions is TNSA for
the thicker targets, with features attributable to RPA eﬀects emerging as the target
thickness (or areal density) is decreased as discussed in the next section.
4. Transition from HB to LS regime with decrease in target thickness
While dense plasma jets were formed eﬃciently for micron thick targets, when
decreasing the target thickness the jets became less uniform until they were not
observed for the thinner targets employed (0.05-0.1 m), where the interferograms
displayed features characteristics of exploded foils, as shown in Fig. 5(a). At the
same time the MeV proton and ion energy spectra observed by the Thompson
parabolas become pronouncedly modulated. Instead of quasi-maxwellian proton
spectra typically observed in the case of 10s of micron thick targets, as shown in
the ﬁg. 5(b), a breakup in the proton spectrum was observed for targets of 1-2 µm
thickness and below. This is the range of thicknesses at which the time τHB taken
by the hole boring front to cross the target becomes comparable to the laser duration
τL (e.g. using front velocities as inferred from ﬁg.4). As the target areal density was
further decreased, the energy at the peak (after the breakup in the spectra) gradually
increased. A similar feature also appeared in the carbon ion spectra, as shown in
ﬁg. 5(c), showing a pronounced increase in the cutoﬀ energy when τHB ≈ τL , and
bunched spectral features for ultra-thin targets. The ion spectra obtained for the
ultra-thin targets (τHB ≪ τl ) havs been investigated in detail in ref. [7]. In order to
interpret this data, one should consider that, for the thin targets, where τHB <τL , the
compressed ion layer from the target front surface reaches the target rear before the
end of the pulse, which allows further acceleration of ions in a LS type scenario. For
the thinnest target used, τHB becomes insigniﬁcant compared to τL [13], and the LS
phase is accessed early on during the pulse duration.
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Figure 6. (a) and (b) shows the interferograms obtained in case of 1 µm and
5 µm, respectively, Cu targets irradiated by circularly polarised CPA.

One should note that TNSA is also active in these interactions, and contributes
to the spectra proﬁles observed [7, 13]. The strongest RPA eﬀects are observed in the
C spectra, for which TNSA acceleration is less eﬃcient, where clear, isolated spectral
peaks, are observed for the thinnest targets (see 0.1µm case in ﬁg. 5(c) and ﬁg.2 of [7]).
In this data set, the width of the peaks appears to increase for decreasing target
areal density, likely associated to an unstable acceleration phase (eﬀects of transverse
instability [14], or increased electron heating due to stronger target deformation as the
energy of the ions increases). TNSA acts more eﬀectively on the protons due to the
higher charge to mass ratio, and therefore the RPA-induced modulations are in this
case superimposed on a TNSA spectrum, in the hybrid scenario desecribed in [7, 13].
5. Eﬀect of laser polarisation
Eﬀects of laser polarisation, predicted in many theoretical papers [see [1]], in the RPA
regime have been observed previously by Henig et. al. [8], where the experimental data
shows a polarisation-dependent modiﬁcation of the ion spectral proﬁle. In our case,
the polarisation dependance was not prominent in the proton and carbon ion spectra
obtained for ultra-thin targets [7], possibly due to the relatively long duration (ps)
of the interaction CPA. However, the use of circular polarisation showed a signiﬁcant
improvement in the plasma jet density proﬁle obtained for micron-scale thick targets.
For example, while the plasma jets from 1µm thick targets irradiated by linearly
polarised laser (as shown in the Fig. 2), albeit being dense and well collimated,
show a ﬁlamentary/non-uniform density proﬁle, a signiﬁcant improvement in density
uniformity has been observed across the jets obtained with circular polarisation, as
can be seen in the ﬁg. 6(a) and (b). This may indicate a more uniform and steady
Ponderomotive drive for circular polarisation, with signiﬁcantly less perturbation of
the critical density surface during the HB phase, as one could expect due to the absence
of the oscillatory component of the J × B force [15, 4].
6. Conclusion
In conclusion, experimental studies investigating the transition from the HB to the
LS regime of RPA by reducing the target thickness are presented. The temporal
evolution of the collimated plasma jets obtained in the RPA-HB regime (for micron
thick targets) has been studied over a time period ranging from 100 ps to 1 ns.
Reducing the target thickness down to 0.1 µm resulted in the appearance of narrowband features in the Carbon spectra, which is a characteristic feature of the RPA-LS
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acceleration. Experimental data obtained for circularly polarised CPA interaction
indicate more uniform and sustained radiation pressure drive compared to the case of
linearly polarised CPA interaction.
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